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Book journey
An illustrator and a writer discuss their collaboration
Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin

The man went over the mountain
Carrying a three-leafed flower in a pot. 

The first soul he met was a milliner. 
'I haven't seen this flower before', she said, with pins between her lips, 'can I have a leaf'? 

'Yappo', said the man, and walked on. 

The man went over a hill
Sheltering the little flower in his arms. 

The second soul he met was a butcher. 
'I haven't seen this flower before', said the man, smelling of meat, 'can I have a leaf'? 
'Yappo', said the man, and walked on. 

The man grew tired and sat. 

A dog walked up to the potted plant. 
‘I haven't seen that flower before—woof!’
‘Yappo’, said the man, ‘growl’, said the dog. 

The man walked through the day, whispering ’Yappo’,

Through the night, whispering ’Yappo’. 

At dawn he met the ocean and sat on a rock. 

A mermaid appeared, the sea in her eyes, 
‘I have not seen that flower before, can I have a leaf?’
‘Yappo’, said the man, stepping away from the shore. 

The man was heard returning to the town. 
‘Yappo, Yappo, Yappo’.

At the gate the people took the flower from his hands and sent him on his way. 

The man was sad. 
But then felt better. 

The three-leafed flower in the pot blossomed the following day.







Iro Tsavala (IT): I am an illustrator and visual storyteller and I consider myself an author in the same way a writer of a book considers herself an author. I consciously position myself in the field of ‘authorial illustration’ because through illustrated books I explore narratives and genres that are not easily classified.
In his introduction to Authorial Illustrator, Steve Braund explains that this classification is employed as a means of exploring and discussing ‘areas where the illustrator creates, originates or personally influences the content of the communication’ and not as a way of dividing the creative practice (2012: 8). In this regard, my interests and research are often divergent to clearly defined commercial categories (comic, photobook, picture book, etc.), and as a result my book projects are perhaps more aligned within the tradition of the artists’ book. 
Building upon this, I am also interested in creating work that puts the reader in a participatory role, giving them an ‘unresolved’ plot to contemplate, fragments of a narrative to piece together, or posing questions without clear answers. An example of a work that I believe challenges a reader in such a way is Leanne Shapton's Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris. Telling a love story through an invented auction catalogue, Shapton invites the reader to piece together and interpret the fragments of narrative that accompany each object, offering clues on the progress of a failing relationship. This is a book that rejects easy categorization. Is it a novel? A picture book? Neither? Both? One might argue the book is celebrated for what it is not, as much as for what it is. Resisting categorization is often at the back of my mind when I am exploring my own work. 


Henry Martin (HM): I am a writer across multiple formats: theatre, TV, books, poetry and short stories. I have also worked in publishing for over six years, in sales, marketing and editorial. As a writer, I love exploring different genres and formats: ghost stories, tragedy, comedy, expressionism and so forth. Most recently I completed my first biography, Agnes Martin: Pioneer, Painter, Icon (Schaffner Press, 2018). As a collector of illustrated books, and someone who worked at a world-renowned illustrated book publisher (Phaidon Press), I always wanted to explore working on my own illustrated title. Like most, I grew up on fairytales: first Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty, and then Tolkien, and C. S. Lewis. We call the latter fantasy nowadays, but such a distinction between fairytales and fantasy did not exist in my mind as a boy. With the former I was often more attracted to the images rather than the words (my literacy was poor) and I often added characters and colours to book illustrations as if their purpose was similar to that of any other pound-shop colouring book. 
As a teenager I read more poetry than prose and many of these poetry books belonged to the ‘gift book’ market. Here artwork was decorative and part of an overall high-spec ‘package’, rather than its own narrative force. In a way, I think this incidental ‘illustration as decoration’ damaged my appreciation of the craft and the potential for images and words to work together. It created in my mind a permanent separation between the two. 
There was, however, one exception. The first book that I first admired and cherished as a young adult – a book that made me sensitive to the full range of attributes a book can have – was Hiroshige's Tokaido in Prints and Poetry published in 1970 by Charles E. Tuttle Company. Although it can be categorized as a gift book, it was a very charming and luxurious one where all elements of the form worked harmoniously: felt printed cover, French fold, slipcase, Japanese binding, stamp-size plates and so forth. 

IT: Our collaboration began when Henry gave me a draft poem called Yappo, with a view to us working on it together. I was fascinated, and perplexed, by how open-ended the narrative was. The words appeared to carry a message or a moral of sorts, but it seemed to me that this message could be interpreted in a number of ways. With each reading the enigmatic sentences suggested different ideas and I became curious as to what others might read into the words. 
In this initial text the word ‘yappo’ was repeated as the main character’s only spoken response. I interpreted this as an emotionally charged sound, rather than a meaningful word. I found this repetition intriguing as a way of expressing complex emotions without fully communicating them or rationalizing them. Of course, at this point in the project, I could have asked Henry to clarify parts of the text, but this seemed wrong somehow. Knowing his intentions would dissolve the ambiguity and the philosophical meandering that came with the text. After all, ‘To give an Author to a text is to impose upon that text a stop clause, to furnish it with a final signification, to close the writing’ (Barthes 1967: n.pag.). 
I thought that if I’m going to work on this project, I did not want to exclusively pair images with words. As an illustrator who works with text, both mine and other authors’, I feel the need to make words and images interact with each other in playful ways. John Vernon Lord talks about the need to honour the text without requiring to ‘reinforce a viewer’s expectation of the text’ (Vernon Lord 2012: 87). The role of the image doesn’t need to be functional or subservient. Could the images for Yappo exist poetically and independently alongside the text, I asked myself? The character’s journey through the landscape could be used visually to suggest mood and emotion, allowing for different interpretations by each reader. As a result, this desire to allow the reader a creative role became one of the defining concepts of our process and indeed on the final product.

HM: Coming from a theatre tradition I am very comfortable collaborating on projects, and accustomed to explaining or defending my artistic choices. As a playwright, everybody comes to you with questions: the director, producer, actors, designer and, of course, the audience. One has to work closely with the director and actors to refine the writer’s intention, and make something that does not work, work or make something that is weak, strong. To put it in a nutshell, one cannot afford to be precious about the script and the writer should always expect entire scenes end up in the bin. This collaboration does not mean that the writer is no longer the author; instead that a team has helped him achieve this status. In a way, the director is the author of the experience, and the actors the author of the characters and so forth. With this in mind, I was very happy to co-author Yappo with Iro. I never thought that the art was supporting the words – this hierarchy didn’t exist for me. If anything, I often felt that the artwork was better than the words or story: it had a strong identity. I think that what helped us share ownership of the project was that we knew early on that we would be creating a book, and outside of the academic debate around authorship, we knew we were sharing the workload as publishers. Because we knew this responsibility was equally split at every stage of the process, it would be counterproductive to differentiate our roles or titles when it came to the core creative act. In this sense co-authoring Yappo was practical as much as it was philosophical. 

IT and HM: In addition, our respective creative practice is solitary and we thought it would be fun to work together. We saw our different backgrounds as a benefit to the partnership. Not only was Henry a writer, he had experience working in commercial publishing, in marketing, editorial and sales. Even though Yappo might not (and did not) end up as a commercial book in the traditional sense, we both looked forward to taking what we had learned in our ‘day jobs’ and applying this to our own project. Henry’s training at Phaidon would be useful throughout the bookmaking process, and Iro’s guidance, particularly in the early stages of development and research, would be invaluable. As such the project involved an exchange of skills and working practices that was refreshing for both of us.
	As artists who are usually sole creators of their work, we had of course many challenges working together. Some of these were practical, such as scheduling studio time to work on the project; others were more difficult to pin down, including finding ways to talk about art and our vision in a way we both understood – establishing a shared language, as it were. 
	As part of our working methodology we e-mailed text and images forward and back to each other, altering words, writing new text, adding characters and modifying visuals. Our aim was to develop the textual and visual narrative through mutual influence so that both would be equal in importance.  We saw text and images working in parallel, attempting to convey meaning together through the book, while also opening up their own questions for the reader. We hoped – though we knew we couldn’t control – that this would come across to the reader and that they might appreciate the freedom we were giving them to respond to both accordingly. In his essay ‘The book as symbolic object’, Regis Debray talks about the reader as a co-author of what he reads, facilitated by data systems for user interactivity. He is ‘a second writer and active partner. He can enter into the landscape of meaning and modify his architecture as he wishes. Once monologue, the text becomes dialogue’ (Debray 1996: 145–46). We are also attempting to establish a dialogue with the reader by creating a balance between textual ambiguity and visual clues and vice versa. 




Iro: During the development stage of the project, a friend invited me to go on a pilgrimage to Ardnamurchan in the Scottish Highlands. This seemed like an interesting coincidence to me – at the time I was contemplating the Yappo landscape – and a great opportunity to feed this journey into the project. The barren, remote and otherworld atmosphere of the Highlands could turn out to be the perfect location for the metaphorical and folkloric events that Yappo presents. Aside from gathering visual references, I could immerse myself in the mood of the locale and start making links between landscape and the ideas of adventure, isolation and silence suggested in the text. I could use my journey as a work method for the development of Yappo. 

The route my friend and I chose to our destination was purposefully not the most direct; it involved a train journey from Edinburgh to Oban, a ferry from Oban to Mull, and a ferry from Mull to Ardnamurchan. The destination in Ardnamurchan was remote and there was no car, nor public transport available, so arriving at our final destination and exploring the peninsula involved a lot of walking. Of course, artists and poets have often weaved the act of walking into the creative process. The Japanese poet Matsuo Bashō used his journeys throughout Japan and far into its northern wilderness as inspiration for his writing. His poems captured the feeling of the landscape, reflecting his experiences on the road. In the prologue of Narrow Road to the Deep North Bashō writes: 

Days and months are travellers of eternity. So are the years that pass by. Those who steer a boat across the sea, or drive a horse over the earth till they succumb to the weight of years, spend every minute of their lives travelling. There are a great number of ancients, too, who died on the road. I myself have been tempted for a long time by the cloud-moving wind filled with a strong desire to wander. (Bashō and Nobuyuki 1966: 97)

The colours, the textures and the skies that I encountered in Scotland were extraordinary. I observed the elements around me and when I returned to my studio I tried to interpret them, rather than reproduce them. Yappo unfolds in a land that is somewhere between the real and the fantastical, so despite the impression Scotland made on me, my aim was not to create imagery descriptive only of the Highlands. Instead, I wanted to work with the unique elements of the landscape in order to create metaphors, placing the character of the man in a plausible yet otherworldly land. 
The images are largely devoid of people, yet there are hints of human presence through manmade structures and technology: an airplane, telephone poles, a washing line, etc. These images suggest a distance from society but not complete disengagement, creating a welcome visual dialogue between the imaginary and the real, which is echoed in the text. The images also feature monoprints and frottage, direct and physical mark making: an attempt to reference the experience of the journey, observing and walking the land and leaving physical traces behind. 


     

Figures 1 and 2: From the train window/Edinburgh to Oban. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016).

Figure 3: Ferry Oban to Mull. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016), 

Figure 4: Walking in Ardnamurchan. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016).         

Figures 5–8: Walking in Ardnamurchan. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016).              

Figures 9 and 10: From Yappo. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016). 

Figure 11: From Yappo. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016). 

Figure 12: From Yappo. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016).


HM: I’m not sure where Yappo came from. At the time I was working at Foyles bookshop in London, in the drama and theatre department, which shared floor space with the children’s department. As a result, as I said above, I was reading a lot of different genres. So, Yappo emerged borrowing from these different storytelling traditions. I knew that when I wrote the text I didn’t want to offer any easy answers. And I knew that I was aiming towards offering a part-allegorical, part-fairytale narrative. I also knew that I, personally, saw in the figure of the man a stoic – with the rewards and drawbacks of what it means to be a stoic in the world. The flower in the story, in my mind, is a symbol. It could be a child, or a wish, or something else entirely, and the man’s relationship to it is ambiguous. Is he protecting it? Or keeping it captive? Letting the reader decide the answers to these questions was part of the storytelling. I wanted every move and facet of the story to be a question, and in this sense a meditation too. I see this as a way of slowing down the narrative and challenging the reader not to make assumptions, which is what most storytellers want you to do, in order to progress the plot. I don’t think that this is an author shirking responsibility. Instead, it embraces that wonderful character in every book: the reader. 
Yappo borrows elements from the fable, parable and allegory storytelling traditions. Like a fable, it has fantastical elements such as a mermaid and a talking dog. Unlike a fable there is no clear maxim, like those delivered in Aesop’s Fables. Nor is there a clear moral, which is key in the religious parable tradition. Allegory is even more rooted to the real world. Allegorical stories, when decoded, expose faults in our society or actions. Yappo, by comparison, isn’t symbolic of a particular time or place. The action is close to a fairytale, a genre rooted to the world – and specific locations and environments – despite its magical tropes. I was hoping to evoke these locales and pilfered them from Grimms’ Brothers fairytales: a medieval walled-town, dense-forested mountains, magical seaside, and the old-world trades of milliner, butcher, and gardener.
Fairytales, it seems to me, are more philosophically free than the traditions of the fable, parable or allegory. The Yappo man is an unsolved mystery, and for this reason the book appeals more to adults who are ok with unsolved mysteries. Children, for the most part, need some kind of resolution – this point was reinforced by the readers of early drafts. Put another way, an adult can enjoy the journey, but a child always wants to know when they will arrive at their destination. 




IT and HM: As we moved from concept and artwork into book design and layouts we sent the text and images to friends and colleagues to get feedback on the content and to ask simple questions like, ‘what is this book about?’, ‘who is this book aimed at?’, ‘who would you buy this book for?’ and so forth. Many people felt the book was too ambiguous in meaning, so Henry made the text more linear and story-like. We also presented a paper at the Edinburgh College of Art on our collaboration, which was an opportunity to introduce the work to a predominantly academic audience of illustrators, students and researchers. Doing this forced us to clarify our intention with the book and we made a decision once and for all to identify it as an artists' book (a picture book too) aimed at adults – though suitable for children. Making this decision would mostly help with how to market and place the book in a bookshop. Yes, it informed the identity of the book, but mainly as that needed to be established within the broader publishing industry. 
From the perspective of design, we wanted the rhythm and pace of the pages to create a sense of distance or closeness for the reader. We tested ways that images and text could be juxtaposed, creating a dialogue with each other and with the reader. Once again surrendering authorial control on meaning but formally controlling the design and production, as an essential part of the reading experience. The reader is invited to pay attention to the pauses, quiet moments and the things that are left ‘unsaid’, in order to contemplate, speculate and delve into the philosophy of the book. In her essay ‘The Aesthetics of Silence’, Susan Sontag talks about the use for silence in art: ‘[It is] providing time for the continuing or exploring of thought’, and she remarks, ‘Perhaps the quality of the attention we bring to bear on something will be better (less contaminated, less distracted) the less we are offered’ (1967: n.pag.). 


IT: The book is now finished and this comes with new challenges, exciting opportunities and practical issues to overcome. My authorial book projects, including Yappo, allow me to experiment with different narrative approaches, but continue to sit uneasily within the existing publishing genres and the marketplace. Although authorial illustration is now a well-discussed area of practice among illustrators and academics, is it not widely seen in a commercial context. There are very often outputs that traditional book publishing is not quite ready to accommodate, a point that is also discussed by Steve Braund on authorial illustration in 2012 and still seems very relevant today (2012: 8–11). Despite this, there are publishers that continue to challenge rigid genre categories within the industry. The Franco-Belgian platform Frémok, or the Atlantic Press in Corwall, are just two examples. 

HM: Yappo has reminded me of the challenges of finding an audience for a book that is not easily categorized. Publishing is a precarious industry, and although we were fortunate to secure funding to publish Yappo (Tipperary Artists Award and University for the Creative Arts) this did not mean that we were not eager to see it sell successfully. This funding allowed us to take a risk – which is one of the great benefits of patronage – and to explore and extend our practices. Readers of Yappo have commented on how beautiful the book is; and they embrace the open-ended narrative and meaning within, just as we hoped they might. What remains to be seen, however, is can other artists and publishers continue to flourish and bring unusual books to market, and indeed a wider market than art book fairs. Will there be a place for artist books that exist between the artworld and the bookworld; or should authors and illustrators only seek to align themselves within the clear parameters of those sectors? For my part I think collaboration is the key to breaking away from homogeneous work. I think art happens in the spaces in-between. 

Figure 13: Book spread from Yappo. © Iro Tsavala and Henry Martin (2016).
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